[About Clinical Applicatoin of Local Rotation Plasty].
Local rotation plasty is a well-known and well-accepted plastic surgery tool for the body surface defects treatment. Because of some new theoretical streams in the literature, authors performed their own researches among oncological, non-oncological cases in which the method was performed as a part of surgical treatment. The aim of this study is a clinical analysis of local plasty application in different anatomical regions of the human body. A retrospective study was performed among 54 consecutives local plasty surgical cases. Between 01.2010 and 01.2015 54 consecutive patients were treated with local plasty surgical approach. 39 of them were man and 15 - women. The median age of the participants was 62,5 years for the man and 57.5 years for the women. In the 24,07 % of all cases the rotation angle chosen was 90°, and in the other 75,93% of all cases this one was lower 90°. Postoperative complication were established in 9,26 % ±4,25 % mainly in the greater angle rotation group. All of them were conservatively managed without reconstructive failure. We discuss our results with those obtained in the literature focused on some new streams in the local plasty applications.